Populations and genetic polymorphisms.
Population frequencies of many polymorphic genes of pharmacogenetic interest depend on race or ethnic specificity. Association of these genes with person-to-person differences in drug effectiveness (hypersensitivity or resistance) and drug toxicity may also depend on the racial or ethnic characteristics of a population. Information about ethnic specificity is an integral part of pharmacogenetics because it can suggest a starting point for further study of these traits, tailoring drug therapy to the individual patient, and rational development and clinical trials of new drugs. Ethnic specificities of several medically important metabolic traits serve to illustrate these ideas. Among the traits considered is primaquine sensitivity, a sex-linked trait attributed to glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase deficiency that mainly affects males among African, Mediterranean, and Oriental people. Additional examples include the remarkable sensitivity of the Japanese to alcohol (ethanol) compared with whites; the ethnic specificity of the cytochrome P-450 enzyme CYP2D6* (debrisoquine/sparteine) polymorphism that results in poor, extensive, and ultrarapid metabolizers of at least 30 drugs; the CYP2C19* (mephenytoin) polymorphism that accounts for variable metabolism of proguanil, omeprazole, and certain barbiturates; and the polymorphic (NAT2*) acetylation of hydrazine and aromatic amine drugs, such as isoniazid, hydralazine, and sulfasalazine.